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ABSTRACT 

The subject of this thesis is the design, fabrication and com

parative testing of two protopype L-band ferrite digital latching phase 

shifters. One phaser is a variation of a design published by G.T. Roome 

and H.A. Hair, "Thin Ferrite Devices for Hicrowave Integrated Circuits", 

IEEE Trans. Microwave Theory Tech, val. lviTT-16 pp. 411-420, July 1968. 

The second design is original and is experimentally and theoretical corn

pared to the first phaser. A comparative study was made because of 

technological difficulties in making these devices. Insertion losses of 

2dB and an order of magnitude less than possible phase shift.occured 

because of inadequate production facilities. Thus, the comparative study 

gave a common mode error to the published device and the new device. 

Also, the theory of ferrite microwave phase~s and a discussion 

of a particular system application which prompted this study are included 

in this thesis. 
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Chapter I 

Introduction 

1.1 Scope of Thesis: 

The particular subject of this thesis is the design of a digital 

latching ferrite phase shifter in stripline configuration. The impetus 

for this investigation was provided by the Communications Research Centre 

in Ottawa. CRC is considering a linear phased array airborne communications 

system for tlw Atlantic commercial aircraft air traffic control system 

known as AEROSAT. Tlae band of frequencies proposed for aircraft to satellite 

radio links will be in the 1.5 to 1.7 GHz band. These relatively long 

microwave lengths plus the size limitations set by CRC necessitated the 

usc of a stripline configuration as will ue Jemonstratcd. (Reference [6]) 

Since this phase shifter may be incorporated into a linear phased 

array system, a brief discussion of the system requirements will be presented 

in the remainder of the first chapter. The general theory of how ferrite 

materials are used to produce a phase shift is presented in Chapter II. 

The actual design, testing and faLrication of prototype L-band phase 

shifters \~ill make up the rest of the thesis. 

1.2 Linear Phased Arrays: 

The overall air traffic control system (ATCS) is shov:n dia,gram

atically in Figure 1 .1. The two satellites \vill Lc placed in synchronous 

orbits over the equatorial Atlantic re~~ion. Since the majority of commercial 

air traffic is north of the equator, the communications line of sight 

1. 
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between aircraft and satellite \\'ill significantly deviate from a vertical 

patl1. Also, since aircraft will fly froQ cast to west as well as west 

to east, it is desireable to have a fan l.Jeam radiation system mounted on 

top of the aircraft. The fan Leam allows one dimensional directivity 

frma a single linear array for all aircraft orientations. The radiated 

energy is to be a right hand circularly polarized \vavc. The radiation 

pattern of the fan beam is to have Gdl3 ellipticity from 10° above horizon 

to 10° above horizon. 

Assuming for the moment that quasi-isotopic radiators are available 

and refering to rigurc 1.2, there arc (n+l) isotropic radiating sources 

in a line. Adjacent elements are separated by a distance d and each 

sucessive clement is fed out of phase by a phase factor a. The currents 

of the elements are related as II. I=IICn-i) I such that there is synunetry
1 

about tile centre of the array. The radiated wave from each source is: 

-j (Sr +0) 
= A e 1 /r1E1 

-j (Sr +a.)2
E = B e /r

2 2 

-j (Sr +2a.) 
= C e 

3
/r3E3 

• • • • • • • -j (Sr + (n-l)a.) · 
E = D e n /r

n ·· n 

-j(Sr +na)n+ 1= A c /rEn+l n+l 

where i3 = wlj'j£ is the propagation constant 

a. is the progressive phase shift 

r. is the distance from each clement to the point of observation in the 

far field 

1 
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A,B etc. arc constant coefficients related to the [ field due each clement. 

Assume for the present an odd number of clements. The far field of the 
-jBr -j(Sr 7 +a) -j (Br +na)

1 1" ... \ n+array will be t: = Ae DC j e 
L ----+ '• ,+ -- 

r n+l 

For phase considerations 

r. = r - X. cos e 
1 n12 +1 1 Refer to 

Figure 1.3 
and for, amplitude considerations 

Putting r / 2+l = r gives:
11 0 

-j (Gr +n/2a)
0E~ c ['A -j~ (GdcosO-a)+B -j (7 -1) (SJcosG-a)+B j(~ -l)(GJcose-a) 

r - e e c 
0 

j (~) (r;dcosG-a)+ •• • +,\
A 

c ~ . 

- j (Gr +!;a)
0 2"'._e___ LA cos(~) (Bdcos8-a.)+13 cos(~ -1) (Bdcos0-a)+~/2cos(Sdcos0-a)r 

0 

+ c 
n/2 +1 

Grouping the constants gives 

E=E +E cos(!:!dcosO-a)+ ... +E cos(:_1 -l)(f;dcosO-a)+Eu 1 cos(~)(Gdcos8-a)o 1 n 2 T+ '
2 ~ 

this is easily recognized as a truncated Fourier series. ln the case of 

an even number of elements a similar derivation gives a similar result. 

If the magnitudes of all the coefficients of the terms arc equal, then 

the radiation pattern of the 0-z plane is the familiar sine function. 

The side lobes may be reduced at the expense of main Loam broadening by 

choosing a binomial, Chebyshev or elliptic relationship between the 
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antenna currents. These polynomial relationships give spatial antenna 

patterns that when transformed from polar to rectangular coordinates are 

the familiar binomial, Chebyshev and elliptic plots. A more extensive 

treatment of this subject is found in many texts on El'l Theory such as 

Reference UJ. 

1.3 Antenna Elements: 

The above array 1nathcmatics used the concept of an isotropic 

radiating clement. f-or the AEROSAT system, a uniform radiation pattern 

for 0 < 8 -t 180° is required, thus it is necessary that each clement produce 

such a pattern \vithin 3dB ellipticity bounds (because of IUICP wave, two 

elements arc required to -produce a unit array clement, thus, the error 

criterion will be 3 dB for x axis clement plus 3 dB for y axis clement 

giving 6 dB clipticity which is CRC's specification). 

An array of isotropic sources produces a conical pattern about 

the axis of the array. By placing the array elements above a ground plane, 

the radiated energy is restricted to the hemisphere above the ground plane. 

The resulting pattern may be obtained by replacing the ground plane by 

image sources synunetrically about the ground plane as described in Reference 

[1]. If the driving point of the radiating clements is above the ground 

plane, then the effect of the ground plane is to proJucc a two dimensional 

array. This adds to the complexity of adjusting the phase between elements 

\vhcn switching the Lcam angle. Since the array is to be mounted on the 

upper part of the aircraft fuselage; it is not possible to eliminate the 

ground plane, thus it is desirable to place the driving point of the antenna 
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clement at the ground plane. 

To produce the broad beam width, CRC has suggested crossed drooping 

dipoles fed 90° out of phase be used for each array element. By drooping 

the dipole, the polar pattern of the dipole ~1ill be distorted so as to 

produce the desired broad beam. By crossing two of ti1ese drooping dipoles 

and feeding them 90° out of phase the RI!CP wave may be produced. While 

this system is feasible, it is possible to improve tlie design by using 

a bent monopole at two array points instead of <.:rosscd dipoles at a 

single point. 

By using a monopole, the driving point is at the ground plane thus 

the array remains linear with the ground plane in place as pointed out 

before. Also by using a monopole, it is not necessary to balance the 

currents in each half of a dipole. Since the driving circuitry is in 

strip line configuration, it would be necessary to employ a balun between 

the phase shifting networks and the radiating dipoles clements if the 

currents are to be balanced. 

Dy using image theory, it is easy to see that a bent monopole 

over a groundplane appears in the far field as a vertically oriented 

drooping dipole. This is illustrated in Figure 1.4. Also assuming the 

monopole is approximately a quarter wave length long, the height of the 

radiating element profile will be approximately one eighth of a wavelength. 

Tl1is is a space saving feature whicl1 is of concern with CRC specifications 

of a maximum of 0. 6 >. height for the array. (Reference (6) ) 

The last point of consideration of antenna elements is that of 

separating the two 90° phase separated radiating clements that produce the 
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RllCP 1·1ave. If the two clements are separated with the appropriate 

phasing, a l~liCP have may be proc.luccJ. The advanL1ges of doing this is 

that a single semi isotropic source (crosseJ Jrooping dipoles for instance) 

HOW LccoJ,Jes a two clement array. This in effect cuts tlte required numLer of 

clements to produce a given directivity in half. Ti1e real advantage founJ 

in this concept is that the raJiating elements may no\v ue integrateJ in 

i!IC form along 11'ith piwsing components in a single pla11ar moJulc for each 

array clement position. This offers an oLvious cost aJvantagc in any 

proJuction run. 

The splitting of the crossed elelllents into tHo array positions is 

siwvm i.n Figure 1.5. The portions of each clement that are active in 

producing RliCP are also tabulated in Figure 1.5 

1.4 Phase Shifters: 

To pro<luce the varyiHf~ Jiscrcte steps in pitasc shift Lct1•ccn elements, 

it is necessary to control the phase of the individual current sources for 

each clement or to usc a conm1on source anJ vary tiw electrical length to 

each antenna element from the power diviJer. The latter solution so far 

is the easier of tile tvw to implc1:1cnt. Generally, there arc three techniques 

to vary the electrical length 1~hich arc: 

(1) PIN diode phasers 

(2) Dutler matrix array 

(3) Fcn·it0 phascrs. 

The PIN diode phasors exist in a variety of configurations but all operate 

on the principle of creating a short ciTcuit at various points on the 
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transmission line. The reflection from these shorts will vary in phase 

proportionally to tile distance from the inport to the short plus the 

distance frol!l tilC short to the outport. An ~xtcnsivc treatment of this 

suuject exists in the literature and is beyond the scope of this thesis. 

The Gutler matrix array consists of a tree of 3dB couplers. By 

s\d tching the inputs from A to l3 to C to lJ in Figure 1. 6, the output 

phases arc retarded by differing discrete amounts as shown in Figure 1.6. 

by placing appropriate phase lengths in bet1vcen coup lcrs, a coherent pro

gressive phase shift may be obtained. 

Ferrite phase shifters are based on a perturbation of transmission 

line parameters. By changing the UC magnetic field applied to the ferrite 

dielectric substrate through which the LJI! wave is guided, the effective 

permeability seen by the: r.f. field is changed. This results in a change 

in propagation velocity and thus appears as a phase shift through the two 

port device. There ·1.s a wide variety of phas ers employing ferrite technology. 

Most of these devices are employed in wave guide systems 1vhile a few planar 

devices i1ave been designed. 

A final consideration specified by CRC is that the array is to be 

operatj onal within the environmental extremes of -~ S0°C for suosonic air

craft anJ -50° to +150°C for supersonic aircraft. lt is known that ferrite 

materials are quite temperature Jcpendent as seen in the specification sheet 

for tilC material used in this thesis. Environmental testing and temperature 

controlling techniques l<~cre not investigated in ti1is thesis., since these 

are system engineerinp, problems and this thesis is concerned with device 

design. 
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The subject of this thesis is the design, testing and comparison 

of two planar digital latching ferrite phasers. 

General overviews of recent advances in phase shifters at micro

wave frequencies are found in References [8] , [9] and [10]. 

EX planations of Butler matricies may be fo tnd in Reference [ 111 • 

Ek tensive treatments of ferrite phaser theory and device descriptions 

are to be found in the classical Reference [ 12] and in Reference [ 13] • 



Chapter II 

Theory of Ferrite Phase Shifters 

2.1 General: 

The literature on the theory of ferrite phase shifters is at best 

vague in its description of how the actual phase shift occurs. Part of 

the reason for this problem is that to a large extent, the actual physical 

mechanisms involveu are not fully understood. Because of this, the author 

will attempt in this chapter.to present a relatively sjmplistic description 

of the physical mechanisms involved in the production of tiw observed 

phase shift in the devices described in this thesis. 

2. 2 Unit ~lagn~tic Di_pole: 

Consider the simplest atomic structure of a hydrogen atom as the 

basic system 1\ single electron orbits about the nucleus thus pro

uucing an effective circular current which results in a magnetic flux 

through the current loop. The electron also spins about its own axis 

which may be thought of as a distri!Juted current flow aiJout the spin axis. 

It is the magnetic field due to this spin that is considered to be the 

primary source of magnetic flux from a single electron's motion. For 

general theory considerations, consider the magnetic flux in a magnetic 

material to be primarily <.lue to electron spin. (Reference [2]) 

Considering a cubic structure of dipoles as in Figure 2.1, there 

is effectively a circular current flow at cacl1 lattice point. Having a 

large OC magnetic field as shown in Figure 2.1, then the circular current 

at each lattice point will tend to align itself \vi th the applied 1.! .C. field. 

14. 
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If a small magnetic field (say due to a propagating r.f. field) is applied 

at right angles to the D.C. fielcl, the current loop will feel a torque as 

shown in Figure 2.1 ancl thus the magnetic mor1ent )J of the magnetic elipole 

->
will tencl to move to some angle 0 with BDC as shown in Figure 2.2. Since 

the spinning electron has mass, it is gyrotropic :in nature and having 

been disturLed from its equilibrium axis, it will tend to precess about 

the li (BDC) axis at some natural resonant frequency which is a function 
0 

of IT ancl the angular mor1entum J of the electron. If the hrf=)J brf 
0 

alternates at the same resonant frequency, then the precession grows in 

amplituJe and absorLs energy from the appliecl r.f. field. 

The relationship !Jetwecn p anJ J has been found to be: 

5 racl/sccY.. = y = -2.21 X 10 (2.1)
J At/lll 

in the rational izccl t-lKS system of units. Lnfortunately, ferrite technology 

has evolveJ in c.g.s. units where: 

y = -2 .S t·lllz/Ocrsted 

ConsiJer Figure 2.2 where., has been disturbed from 0=0. The magnetic 

clipole v is actcJ upon primarily by ll , thus the torque exerted on v by
0 

Jj is gi VCJl by:
0 

T = \) X ll 2.2 
0 

It is l<.nown that: 

J = y 
-1 

\) 
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and also 'f = dJ/dt 

thus 2.3T = 1 
y 

By equating 2.2 and 2.3: 

\vhich is the equation of motion for a single magnetic dipole. 

· 2. 3 Equation of ~lotion: 

The total effective magnetization is given by IT = N v \vhcrc J.J 
0 

is the total nwnber of unbalanced electron spins (unit magnetic dipole) 

per unit volume of material. T!ms the equation of motion for the solid 

is: 
d IT 

0 
= y err x rr ) 2.5 

~ 0 0 

In an infinite ferrite medium that is magnetized, consider the tensors: 

H = 0 + h and IT = f1 + m 
0 0 

where hx 

II = it= h 
0 y 

h zlU 
N-= 

0 
lll;m=[~J r 

rn 

mz 

As developed 1.n l~efcrcnce L3] usiug equation 2. ~;, the above magnetic state 

gives: 

2.4 



2 
m + w m = w h - w h]Jowm ]..10X 	 0 X 0 X m y 

2 
m + w Ill = p ul h + ]J lli (1) h 

y 0 y 0 m X 0 m 0 y 

m = 0 
z 

ytl 
0where uJ =- - 

m 

and uJ yll
0 0 

If the r. f. quanti tics (lmver case) arc of the form 

of 2.6 lJccomc: 

2
( -w + 

2
( -tu 	 + 

which in tensor 

m 
X 

m 
y 

m z 

= ]J 
0 

w2) m = h jp w [.Jhy]Jowmwo0 X X 0 Jll 

') .ow"") m = -J ]J IJJ u:hx + (;) w l!y]..100 y o m m 0 

'\, 

m -	 0 

fo:rm 

z 

gives: 

]J w (J) ll w (J) 
o m o 0 Ill - j 	 u-2-2 2 2 

ul -w W -U.I 

0 0 


]J (() (JJ ]J (J) w 

0 111 0 Ji1 0 


0
2 2 2 2 

w -w l0 -w 
0 

0 

X 
XX 

X 
xy 

0 

X 
yx 

X 
YY 

0 

0 0 0 

0 

u () 

h 
X 

h 
y 

it 
z 
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2 .6a 

2.6L 
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e 	 , then the equations 
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X 

h 
y 

h z 
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\-there: X 
X: X 

= X yy 
= 

w (J) 
m 0 

2 2 
w -(() 

0 

X 
yx = -X xy 

= j 
(J) (l) 

m 
2 2 

(;) -Ill 
0 

Tile a!Jove X 's arc components of tite susceptil!ility tensor that 

have singularities at an anr;ular freqtwncy ul whicit is knm;n as tllC 
() 

resonance condition. 

Recall the tlcfini tion w = -y ll and note that the suscept iLility
0 0 

tends to approach infinity when tile r. f. frequency approacltes I•Jo. Thus 

the applied magnetic ficlu intensity deten:lincs tl.e resonant frequency. 

The tensor permeability is related to the susceptibility tensor t)y: 

where LU is the identity matrix. 

since b = JJoh + 111 or iJ = ]J [JJ :Jlt o r 

where 
)J -j k 0 

jk )l u 2.8 

0 0 1 

and ]J = 1 + XXX 

jk = -X
XV 

Lquation 2.8 is the well known Polder tensor permeability. Since the 

susceptibility approaches infinity as so also do the pcrmcaiJility 

2.7 
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tensor elements, 11 and k. llmvever, since an inf.i ni tc magnetic flux is 

unnatural, a loss mechanism must occur if the !11Cltl1cr1atics is to be valid. 

ln the system considered above, the appl i.cd I t field was along
0 

the z axis \:hich was the direction of propagation of the r .f. encrp,y. 

Consider tlte L f field to Lc )' polarized in a ferrite medium separatedr .. 

by a guiding structure of two parallel conducting plates as shown in Figure 

At tne conducting boundaries of y = 
+ 
-a, it is known that no E field 

tangent to a conductor may existjthat is E (y=~ a):::O. Because of this 
X 

there may be·no Faraday rotation of the w<tvc as it propagates along the z 

axis. If there were, then at some point, for example, the resultant 

E field would iJe in the x direction com11letclv, rcsultinP in a Lt at· ._. ·an 
+ .

)' = - a \iluch is physically impossible. l\eepinp, this j n r:~ind recall 

Maxwell's curl E equation: 

v X E = -j w jJ [p Jii 
o r 

It is known that E = 0 E = 0 z X 


() d
z;= 0 J- 0 
X r 

Thus: 
hp -jk ()d E 

Xv_.._-
d z 

= j W)JO jk )l ()(l h 
y 

() ll0 0 1 z 
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+b 
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Figure 2.3: Parallel conducting plate guiding structure separated by ferrite mediu~ (this apprOK±nates 
1/2 of a stripline MIC str u::t t.n::"e n~ lecti~ edge effects. The botton 1/2 is a reflection 
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- j i3 z
Taking E = E e 

y 0 

then a E 
y . o I'-.-·-= -Jp ~() z y 

Substituting this into Lquation 2.9 ~;ivcs: 

r: ]l -j k 0 h -1 
y X 

0 =j (0jl0 jk ]l 0 hjB y 

u 0 0 1 h 
z 

Since only the electrical boundary conditions arc Lnown and only r: 
)' 

ccxi s t s, it is necessary to put h in terms of E to fi11ll tllc cffectivc 
y 

permeability p • Rearranging Equation 2.10 gives:
e 

h -E 
X y 

h 
y = 

e 
U.l]l 0 

[11 J 
r 

-1 0 2.11 

h 0 
z 

Taking the inverse of [ f.lr_-] gives: 

]l jk () 


-1 
 1 
[prJ = ..., ..., -j k ]l 0 

]lt..-kt.. 
2 ') 

0 0 ]l -k~ 

c lJ
Tims h = ( -~ ) r 

ulp yX 1 ~0 \l - ' 

,:; 2.13jk
h = ( ..., ) l~ 

y W]l 2 y-k"0 ]l 

= ()hz 

2.10 

2.12 
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It is known that for a plane 1incar wave: 

-1
h = -n L 

X y 

thus 
-1 I~ Jln ( <) )

l<J)J 2 
0 )J -k"" 

2 2 
]! -J;

l~hicit gives the resulting effective permcauility p 2.14 c jJ 

'substituting for p aml k gives: 
2 2 2 

(;.1 (I] (J) w 
Ill 0 n: 

') 2.1G
2 2 "- 2 

(Jj - (•) lll - (JJ + )J (JJ (Jj 

0 o o m o 

If till: applied li field were changed to the x dircctior., then t11c !>crmcabili.ty
0 

tensor will Le: 

[JJ ] = ]1 2.17 
r - ~L[~ 

0 "]jk 

Taking v X L = - j (Jj jJO [f! ]i1 as before gives:
r 

I1 0 

p jk[)1 Tl 0 ') ')2 2r = I ..jJ -k'" ]! - ' 

- j k )l
() 

2 .:;
., --y-2 

jJ -k )J -k 

[)
Tilus h = J: 

X Wjl )'
0 

2.19
h 0 

y 

h = 0 
z 

http:crmcabili.ty
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The effective permeability seen by the propagating r. f. ~~ave is that for 

free space. 

') r:
"-·v Phase Shifters: 

By changing the D.C. magnetic field's direction, the effective rel-
I ~ 

~ 1 L.\.l - (
ative permeability has uecn cllanBJd from: ---- 

p 

to: p = 1 
0 

It is this principle that is used in many ferrite pl1ase shifters. As noted 

-1 \.lx Po 112 
pn:viously h = -n L whore n = t )

X y C £ y 0 

l.Jenotc 
/-k2 

2.21\.l I I = \.l o ( 11 ) 

as tho longitudinal magnetization hhich is parallel to tile r.f. propagation 

direction ami : \l :::: \.l 2.22
l. 0 

as the transverse magnetization which is at rig11t angles to the Jircctiou 

of r.f. propagation. 

112
It is knO\vn that B = w(p t: c p ) thus continuin~; the above 

0 0 y X 

2 2
subscript convention: 112= w(p c c )112( P -k ) 2.23sll 0 0 y \.l 

112
anJ e. = (JJ CP c c ) 2.24 

..L. ooy 

The difference between these two quantities is: 

7 2 
Ll B:::: B.l- s I :::: (!) ( lJ c E ) 1I 2! ( 1- ( )! ,_ -]( ) 1I 2 I

I o o y -- P J 

For materials and frequencies of interest jkj<<jpj thus: 

~ 1 k2 
') r 

.~..)L'IJ3 - (>l(\.l c c ) ( ") -....,--) ) 2 
0 0 )' "" \.l~ 
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It is possible to determine the differential phase sltift between the tlvo 

remanentstates of a phascr by using equation 2.25 if the total electrical 

length in transverse wave lengths (A ) is kno1vn. Ol;viously only those1 

portions of the line in a given device that experience botlt states may 

tc included in the total. One reason for choosing a frequency such that 

ikl<<llll (asiJe from loss considerations) is that the difference iu char

actcristic impedance of the medium in the tHo di ffercnt n1agnetized states 

causes a reflection of incident power at each port due to impedance mismatch. 

lt is easy to see that: 

2.2G 

If the impedances z and z.L arc chosen such that z = 2 
1 (zl.+ z II) where

1 1 0 

z is the impedance of the circuitry connected to the device, then approximately
0 

equal power will Le reflected in either state thus 
2

4 z 
'V )J 0 z - 2.28a

l. 2 2
4 -k

ll 

~ince z <z and z >z , then the pm,;er reflected from z is slightly hir-hcr
II o 1 o . II 

than that reflected from z..L. Tlte optimization is theoretically quite 

feasible but because the theory is not very exact, the effort is not really 

justified. Normally, frequencies are chosell such that, po1vcr reflections and 

transmission losses arc less than 1/2 dB. On this basis, equation 2.2E 

is a valid starting point from an engineering point of view. Tl1c reflection 

coeficicnt offered by 2.28a is: 
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r..L = ') ., 2. 2~!a 
Sll"' -k.:.. 

and that offered !Jy equation 2.2:3iJ 	 is: 

.. , 2 
-.) !·, 

2. 2S!Lr I I == ') 2 
8 )l~ -3k 

These equations will lJe design equations if very lm-: reflection coefficients 

arc required. 

2.7 Transmission Losses: 

In most dc,signs, tile priHcipal considcratio11 Hill lJc to o!Jtain 

the maximum phase shift per unit length of transmission li no lvitlwut in

curring any significant losses. Assuming operation above resonaiJcc, the 

losses and the clifferentjal phase shift vary prOJ)Ortionally as wr/uJ i .c. 

as w /w -'r 0, so also do the losses and Lib. The losses arc due to two 
r 

phenomena: (1) refl oct ion of incident power due to impedance mismo.tch aTH.l 

(2) transntission losses. ln the majority of cases, tuc JOI·iest usalJle 

frequency 	for a given material will be detcrr;-.ined lly tile transmission losses. 

-· y I'll!In reference [4.J, page S, the relationship: a w = -, 	 2.30 
.:.. 

is derived where: a is the damping factor 

(•> is ti1e angular frequency at 1·1hich the line 1,·iJth is 

specified for the ~~ivcn material 

y is the gyromagnctic ratio 

fill is the ~'idB line 1vidth of tl1c matcri.al at t'l 

As previously noted, the ferrite technolo?,y has evolved in c.g.s. u11it~:.Thus 

in c.g.s. 

http:matcri.al
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equatiou (2.30) becomes: 

y f'.Ii 
2.31a = 2 f 

s 

\viwre y = -2 .8 ~!liz/Oc. 

611 = 3JB 1 inc\vidth lll ue at f 
s 

f = frequency in r11 iz spcci fied for l'.ll 
s 

;~otc that for w < w (~ is a nc.<Jativc number. o m' 

In physical terms, ex is a dimensionless quantity that accounts for the 

mainly phonon loss mecHanisms that occur ncar resonance. In the vicinity 

of the resonant fTcquency, cncrr;y from tile T. f. field produces tllC precession 

of magnetic dipoles as previously described. This PJotion tends to produce 

lattice vibrations and other sorts of magncti.c and mechanical motion such 

as domain wall movements. i'iot all the energy is rcturneJ to the electrical 

form as some escapes in the form of these phonon losses tl1at eventually 

become heat losses. This consideration is ouviously very important for high 

power devices. Tlw tcrm a is dcfincll in l.3] page (J as an imaginary frequency 

term such that: 

(:) ( (:) + j (JJ(i.) 
m o .,~

2 .,) "' 

j lc.' ld 
=-~ 2.33 

( w + j (dlt) ._ -0.1.:. 
0 

anJ 

Tllus if ct is small as it will J.:,c for materials and frequencies of interest, 

then: (J'• (w + j uml 
'v Jl1 0 " 

lJ - 1 + 
2 2 

(J.\ ... Ul 
0 
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2 ') 
"

II 
(J_\ -ul +Ctl ()) (;.) [i) (t 

0 m 0 Ill 
]J - jlt = ( ) - j(- ) 2.342 2 2 2 

w -()) (1) -(II 
0 0 

(;) (J_) 

and jK 
'"V - j 

Ill 

2 2 
w -w 

0 

lll [l)
I I< '"V 

") ....,rj(K-jh:)-j( 
]!l 

+ ()) .:... ...).,)
2 2

ul -w 
0 

) 

'"V I II !-_ "-
SUbStitutiJlg into the expression for JJc gives: pe- (p+ j ~) (1- -7) 

)J 

Since latching devices arc being considered 111 tid s tLcsi s, set uJ = 0 
0 

sinco )l ll. Thus: 
0 

2 

( 1 - j 

., 
"- 2 

(Jl lU 
'"V lll CH0 m [. Illu - -2- J - j 1 - ~J 2. 3(>

lll --:T 
lll (j\ 

II 

- llc .1 llc 

If the propagation constant in a non magnetic, but othen\·isc equivalent, 

medium is said to be f3 , then :in the rwgnctic medium tile propagation con-
o 


1/2

stant will be G (JJ ) • 

0 e 

In the complex plane JJ is ;1s is shmm in Fip.urc 2.4. In phasor notation: 
e ,, 

-1 PC 
tan ( - 1 -) 

p 
e 

,.., t.
Taking the roots of Jl gives two solutions as S]J0\\111 ill J'ipurc """ • .:.>. A 

e 
- j ~~ z

travelling wave in the +z direction varies as thus the two solutionsc ' 

will be: 
1/2 

(1) (llc) l/2 = [( 1)2 + (J.ln)2 j [cos (1/20) + j sin(l/20)].. IJe c 

') ') 1/2 
(2) (J.le) 1/2 = [-(pi)" + (Jl~) ""] [--cos (l/2U) - j sin (l/2U)]

c 
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I 
rn 

Figure 2.4: ~e in complex plane. 

I 
m 

--_..A' ~e-- --- ........ ----- -· 
----------------------------~~~~--------------------~--.- R e 

Figure 2.5: ~in complex plane showing two solutions. 
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-- · · ., . .1 -J· r5z . C ) 1/2 .•\·vncn tllcsc so 1ut.1ons arc suost1 tutcu 1nto e h1Wrc ~::= G 11 , 1 t 
0 c 

is easily seen that the first solution is valid and tl~t.: second is ex

traneous since gain ti1rough a passive dcv icc is 11ot possiu 1e. i\lso since 

p"<<p 1 

c e 
then: 

( ) 1/2
JJc 

''v (JJ~) 112 
Lcos (l/20)+j sin(l/2U)_j 2.37a 

\vitere 0 
-1= tan ( 

ll I• 

~) 2.37b 
p 

e 

Thus tho propagation expression is: 

~ !,; 
-J· (.; (lJ 1 Jcos (1/20) z -G (11 1 'ilsin 1/20 2.30 c 0 c c 0 c ) 

1 ' 

, -r.; (Jl ,?sin(!.:ze)z
The atteriuation may oc calculated from c o e J by substituting 

G (Jle 1
) 

1
/ 

2
z equal to the electrical pi1ase lcn)~tll of the device. 

0 

2.8 Latci1ing Fct-ri tc t!odcl: 

i\11 design equations have been obtained and it remains only to 

explain the phenomenon of latching ferri tes aml to derive the classical 

equations that model this activity. These concepts arc not discussed in 

much of the li teraturc. The best explanation that ti1C author has found 

is in l~eference L3_l. In izeferencc [ 4_], the autltors state: "ln an un

saturated ferrite, domain resonances exist over the frequency Tange: 

y ll . < w < w
an1s m 

where li is the effective anisotropy field in tho material 
ani~ 

and W = y ( 4n !, ! ) . II 
Til s 

This next section explains why the above statement is valid. 

In an infinite saturated ferrite medium, tl1c flux may be represented 
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Ly the following equation: 

R = 11 (li + Iii )o o nt 2.39 

I'Jhcre 11 1s tltc externally applied field aml iiint is the internal field 
0 

resulting from molecular field exchanges. This is shown graphically in 

Figure 2.6. Hint is a constant for a given temperature and i~ determined 

by the material, while H may be varicti by external circuitry. Since p =1 
0 0 

in cgs units and assuming nothing will disturb tile system (i.e. T=0°k) 

then as II goes to zero from some large pos.iti vc value, a state 1-.rill Lc 
0 

obtained I<Jhcre B = 4n Hs = )..l I i i 
o nt 

If II goes negative and the system is still not tiisturbcd, the plot would 

continue 	in a linear fashion to 

B = ll L = 0 
0 

lf 11 goes more negative, then 	ilint will change sjFn creating a single
0 

Sc:J.turated domain magnetized opposite to the initial state. as shown in 

Figure 2.7. This condition is equivalent to the original system Lut is 

really a different system since liint is not the same in each case. i.e. 

13 = )..l ll has a discontinuity at 	ll = 0. At tcr1peraturcs al,ovc aLsolute 
0 

zeTo, thermal agitation tcntis to reduce the al ignme11t action of II whi cil 

manifests itself in the forn1ation of many saturated domains t]lat arc not 

exactly aligned in the same direction as 11 
0 

is applieJ. lf II is made 
0 

large enough, a single domain \vill rcsul t where L · === 4nlls Lut note tlwt 

411~1 is a decreasing function of temperature. Summing the rcsul tant mag
~ 

netic domain dipoles will give some Br which is less than 411 ~~s. Inside 

the domains, however, the ficltis remain. 1J = 4nM
int s 
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B = 1.1 (II + H. t)
0 0 ln 

IG--------:..-------------'II = I!o + II.1nt 

Hint 
II = 0 

0 

Figure 2.6: Graphical depiction of B=1.1 (H +II. t) for infinite saturated 
o o 1n 

ferrite at T = 0°K 

+B B 

+41T ~I s 

...___-! 

e--1---J---_,.,.::;__ 

Single Saturated 
Domain 

-II +II0 0 

__--+-----""~ Domain Rcvcrsa1 Reg ionsSingle
Saturated .... 

Domain 


-B 


Figure 2. 7: Graphical explanation of two magnetized state ;lsymptotes and 
hysteresis. 
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B 
plus I! = 

0 
2.40

0 \1 
0 

where l3 is the flux due to ll alone. f-or an isolated magnetic Jipole, it 
0 0 

is known tilC resonant frequency is given Ly 

f = 1Y 111 r o 2.41 

where f is the resonant frequencyr 

hI = 2 .:J 11liz/Oe 

L is the fj cld applied to the dipole
0 

Thus in the Jomains that remain aligned to II : 
0 

f = IYI (11 +l!int) 2.42 r o 

= hl411tl for ll = u s 0 

Consiclering each domain as a magnetic dipole of larp,cr magnitude than the 

elementary molecular dipoles that make up the domain, then these domain 

dipoles arc in a rcsul tant field less than 4ni·ls Lecause of the misalign

ment of the domains. Calling this effective field that the domains ex

peric.nce as 11 d then the resonant freq_uency for the domain di]JOles is"int' 

givenby: i=yl:_d <f 
r 1nt r 2.43 

This theory may be applied to larger domains made up of smaller Jomains and 

resultillg resonance lines that are successively loh·er in frequency tlwn 

the previous lines oLtained. The lm~er limit to these resonant frequencies 

is given by y II which is D , i.e. the smallest field experienced Ly any
anis r 

dipole will be that of the retaincu magnetism in the remanent state. This 

y !I i is the ul timatc source of remnant magnctj zation (lue to molecular an s 
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field exchanges as stated in References [3] and [4]. It is easy to sec 

that a complete spectrum of resonance lilies 1vould exist bctweell y II i =I y IB an s r 

and y !I = Iy l4n1~1 for the remanent state (where l i =0) thus cxpl aining
int s o 

the quotation fr01:1 nefercnce L4J p.iven at the lJep,inning of this section. 

This region of resonance lines is oftenreferred to as len~ field losses by 

many authors. l.iecause the lower end of this spectrum (y B = y ll aniSl is 
r 

not staLlc due to the physical condition of the ferriteJ(for example, hair 

line cracks 1wulcl greatly reduce B), it is necessary to operate latching 

devices above f = IY l41ft'l . Thus only this area was invcsti~;atetl in this 
s 

thesis. 



Chapter I II 

Design of Phasers 

3.1 General: 

In this chapter the desirns of t\1'0 different planar digital latching 

ferrite phasers will be presented. Where pertinent, the reasons will l>c 

given for particular geometries, etc. /\s in all designs, the actual needs 

of the user \:ill determine the starting point of the design process. For 

this reason, the phaser \'/ill Lc assumed anu then a1wlyzcu following the 

convention of established authors. 

3.2 Transmission Line Structure: 

Planar transmission line structures have proved to be very com-· 

peti tivc costwise and design wise over conventional wave guide systems. 

The advantage of these planar structures is well documcnteu else\vherc 

(Jtcfcrencc [4j) so it remains to select the typo of planar transmission 

line. The two 1:1ost popular planar structures arc rnicrostrip and striplinc 

\vi th micros trip used raore often because of its production simplicity. 

Striplinc is not much moTe costly than microstrip !Jut its usc must l.Jc 

justifieLl for any commercial application. 

The first consideration is that Cl~C specifics that the array module 

is not to exceed O.CiA in height \Jhich is approximately 7 .S inches. Tho 

reason for this rcquircmcut is that the structure is required to distm·t 

as little as possible the arcodynamics of the aircraft. Thus it is essential 

36. 
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to minimize the size of the total system. 

Obviously, the first step in miniiaizing the size of the structure 

is to usc a hign Jielectric constant substrate since 

A 
0 

where A is the wave lcnBth ill the dielectric 
d 

A is the wave length in free space
0 

anJ c = (1-q) + q ceff r 

where q is the substrate filling factor. ln a micros tri l) structure the 

filling factor is approximately 0.6 \vltilc for a stripline structure q=l. 

For example if cr = 10 then for microstrip ceff 
'V 
- G.4 while for striplinc 

£ = 10. 
r 

Since the striplinc structure confines all the r.f. energy to high Jie

lectric constant regions and microstrip docs not, a greater number of wave

lengths will be obtained for a given length of line in the stripline structure 

than in the microstip. 

For the Trans Tech. G-400 material used in this thesis \vhcre 

£r = 14, the ratio of Ad's for the tll7o types of structure is: 

A(micro strip) rv 1.6 
A(strip line) 

Thus it is seen that significantly shorter. lcn~ths of line arc necdeJ :in 

the striplinc structure. 

Another controlling factor on the sj ze of tile structure is hmv 

close two 1incs may ue placed together wi thm1t any :1pprccial>le coupl illg. 
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In most planar piwsers, the transmission line is meandered so that a long 

length of line is confineJ in a small area. This results 1n :1djacent 

lines having a certain amount of coupling proportional to tlw ratio of line 

separation over substrate thickness. In r~eference [ 4j, the authors 

suEgcst 5 substrate thicknesses as ti1e minimum sen<lration bct1vcen lines 

to prevent significant coupling for the microstrip structure that they 

describe. In a strip line configuration, ti!C cll'Ctri.c flux density is 

primarily confined directly aiJove and bel m: t1w centre conductor if it 

1c; n·L1tivcly wide. Thus a separation of 2 sul;stratc t]licLnesses is 

sufficient to keep coupling Letter than 40 dB down (i;cference ls:J page 12:J). 

Because of ti1is, the stripline device all01-:s approximately t1vice as much 

line to be confined in the sar:JC area as that for a rnicrostr ip device. Also, 

since the fields arc completely confined ill a striplinc structure, there 

is no problem of coupling between modules in the multi-element phased array 

system. 

For the single aperture device there is also the necessity of 

havirw the transmission line imbedded in ferrite material so that trans
~ ' 

verse remanent mag11ctization can occur. This wi 11 become apparent in the 

section describing that device. 

Tiwrc arc various charts and techniques rdatin('. strjpline '''idti1s, 

substrate thicl,ncsses and dielectric constants suclt as in l~efcrcnce [5_]. 

These graphs givc the ratio of \•iidth w over i.J, the ?round plane spacing 

vs. z f'i: '"here z is the characteristic illlpedancc Jcsired anc.l c is the o r o r 
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relative dielectric constant. Since t;te applied II field is zero for a 
0 

latching device, it Inay be shmm that: 

w 
"' m )2 3.1= 1 - (JJr lll 

for lonp,ituJinal ma~nctization along a toroidal pi1th. For tr;msverse 

'v
Jllagnctization along a toroidal pati1, p - 1. (T!tc direction of magncti zation 

r 

is in reference to the direction of the transmission line i.e. the direction 

of propagation). 

As stated in the Chapter II on theory, the rn Pan of the t~o state 

impedances should be equal to the impedance of the 

external connectiJlB circuitry. Thus using 1\efercnce l_S] it is possible 

to obtain W/b for z /E /p where E.: is tiw substrate dielectric constant 
o r r r 


"' 1 w ')

anJ l1 - 1 - - ( _2.::_ ) "" 3 . 2 

r 2 w 


Ti1is striplinc width \~ill offer ccpwl power reflection for t]IC two st;1tes. 


2

Generally speakinP w /w ~ 0.82 ~ 0.9 . This value \\ill offer a reflection 

, v m 

that is approximately 25 eli; bclm-: tho incident signal. Since there is 


an 11 in" and an "out" port t\m reflections occur, thus the rcfl ection is 


22 dB llelow the incident power level. 


3.4 Transmission Losses: 

Generally, a device l·iill be locatcJ in a rcgio11 wl1ere magnetic 

transmission losses 11ill Le very small. To calculate t!1esc losses, the 

3JL line width as found on the specification sheet for a given material 

(AppcnJix I) and the frequency at 1:hich the line \·:idtll is specified arc 

sul.JstituteJ into equation 2.:51 to obtain the dm~q1ing factor n. Substituting 
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tite values for Trans Tech G400 material found 111. Appcmlix 1 the damping 

factor is: 
)' L\J i 

u: = 
:: f 

s 
-2.8 fll1z/Oe x 4U 1le 

= 
9.2 C:iiZ 

'2: -12.2 X 10- 3 

iJext the magnetization resonant frequency is oiJtaincd: 

w = +2Tr [jyj4n iiSJ 
lil 

= +2n [2 .8 ~lliz/Oe X 400 Oe:J 

0 
= +2n [1.12 x lOJJ rad/sec 

The frequency of interest in the case of CI~C 's ALJWSAT system is 1. 6 c;Jiz 
,., 

thus w = 2n x 1.6 x 10~ 1~J/scc 

Substitutin.e ti1e values for a, ul and u.l into 2.SC: 
- hl 

2 2'~ lJ - (0.7) 
2J + j (1.22 X 10- )(0.7)[1-(0.7) ] 

:: 0.51 + j (4.36 X 10-.:>) 

'V 
Tims p 1 

- 0.51 
e 

11)1 '~ +4.36 X 10-3 
c 

Suusti tuting these values into 2. 3 7l) to ottai n the angle of t itc nwl~netic 

loss tangent: 
)1 ,. 

G tan- 11: e. iJ' I 
c 

3 
-1[·. 4.3()X1·U- ··I = t an + ----0-- . .~' 0 ..)1 

'v r· -:; 1 • 
- +8. J X 10 r~Hd<lllS 

)1 =Lrl 
e 
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Substituting into 2.37 g1ves: 

,r
>' )J 

'\, 

~ [cos 1/20 + j Slll 
e e 

'v 
- (0.71,1)[(1.00) + j(4.:54 X lU-.)Li 

~ 0.714 + jJ.07 X ]U-J 

Suustitutin.r_, tilC imaginar)r Jlart of l-11 into 2 .3(), the loss 111<1y iJc obtaint~d. c 

frOID: 

-r~ (O.OO:~)Ln. 
v 0 ' 
- c 

Taking L = /.. gives the loss per \vavdcngtit: 

-27T(U.003) 
c 

-0. OU3S 
- c 

\iiti.ch is approximately 0 .H) dF per \\ave length. Loss tangents for die

lcctric losses for materials of interest arc or tlte order of O.OUtJ2, thus 

arc of little concern. 

In Reference l<!-], a micros trip reciprocal Jouble aperture fcrri te 

phaser is described. In tl1is section, tite Jesign of a stripli11e equiva

lent to the auove mentioned phaser is presented. Some reasons for usi np, 

stripli.ne ratl1cr than micro-strip techniques have already i1een stated in 

~cction 3. 2. l\l so since, the sin,r~l e aperture device dcscr i iJcd in Section 

3.6 must be of the striplinc type so ti1at transverse magnetization nay 

occur, the douLlc aperture dcvic(; was siJiii.larly con:-;tructcd in striplinc 

for comparative reasons. 

http:stripli.ne
http:0.71,1)[(1.00
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The geometry of this device showing the two magnctizeJ states is 

shown in Figures 3 .la and 3 .lb. Since only a lOll)! a l inc bet~>·een each pair 

of holes \~oulcl the magnetization !Je parallel to or at right an[;les to the 

transmission line, it is necessary to rerform the foll01ving lengthy tut 

relatively simple mathematical calculation to clerivc the actual Jifferential 

phase shift through the device. A picture of this tlcv icc is slt01vn at the 

!Jeginning of the thesis. 

In Figure 3.la, the magnetizatioll is more parallel than perpendicular 

to the meandered line section. The dotteJ input and output lines experience 

the same effective permeaLility in either state. The magnetization is 

circular in nature about each hole s and it is assumed that all the meandered 

line is in a Sl'litched zone. lt is apparent from the diagram th<1t line 

section fe is not truly in a switched zone, h(Mever, field inhomogeneities 

would make this region essentially a Si>'i tcilCd reg ion 

'\.. 
l~cc;:tll that ]JJ..-1 

'\.. 
ul ,1

m )"' Thus ]J-1-( cosO 
w 

X
1·1herc cosO = ') 2 

/x"' +y 

lt is apparent from Figures .3.la all<l 3.lll tiwt: the differential phase for 

the sum of line sectious: Luc + de + f~~ + ltj.i 1·:ill cancel the di ffcrcn U al 

phase of line section kj. 1 t is also easy to sec that tile symmetry al)uut 

the line joining the hole pairs will simplify the integrations as bcl01.;. 
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Using a Taylor series first order approximation _gives; 

1 
(JJ 

I 
t)J '" - 1 - ( --m ).:: cose

2 (il 

'V 1 
lcl 

111 2 X - 1 - ( --- ) ( )') w / 2 2 
X +v 

Thus the phase length of the meandered line in this state is approximately: 

'V 1 
(1) 

X- 2 rb f) [1 - ~ )"' ]Jy¢11 
Jo o 2 ( 

w 

') 

( 12:T ) 
xl+y 

r 1 
(Jj 

X+ 4 [1 ~ )2G - ( ( ') )_ldy,._0 2 w / 2 
0 x)+y,_ 

1 
ll.l x_ 

j -ffn ~ )2+2 [1 - ( ( I~ ) ... ldy2 w) 0 0 x_+y 
,) 

¢ - 3 AS + ¢11 0 c 

Will 2 
-1) ( -- ) 

o lu 
:; . 3 

In Figure 3.lb, tlw magnetization is more perpendicular than parallel 

to tlte meandered 1inc section. The dotted input and output lines experience 

tl1e same effective pcrJlleability in eititer state sho\\'11 in Figure 3,1. 1\gain, 

the magrietization of the substrate is circular about each ltolc T and us 

before it is assumed that all of the 1neandcrcd liHe is in a switched rcg1o11. 
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Figure 3.lb: Double aperture perpendicular magnetization 
(2x:2lc.025 in. ferrite plate 
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i\s stated previously 1ine section fe experiences co1nplctcly tro.nsvcrsc 

magnetization in the state depicted in Figure :'i.i!J. In l;igure ~;.la, 

portions of titc line are in an um;agnctizcd region. liolicvcr, since the 

demagnetizing f:iclJ normal to the plate plane is allilOst un.i ty, the r.wgnetic 

domains unucr fe must resolve along the x anu y axes, tltu's the pcrmcal-'ility 
1 

cc, 1 °m 2
will be a1mroximatcly \J ff - 1 - -::-, ( - ) . ~~incc in this calculation- c-- .;.. w 

only first order approxi1;1ations are 1Jcin):'. con:;idercd, the a1Jovc <liscrc11;lltcy 

is HOt significant. !:ccrlll apLin: 

..... ,,,
/p - l - ~ ( 

(0]'.•1 

w 

., 
)"" cosO 

y 
lvi1Cl'C cosO I 2 

..., 

.:. 
y +x 

in til iS case 

Tiltls 
r-'\.

Y)J - 1 -
1 
2 

( 
(l) 

m 
(l) 

) 2 
y 

I 2 2 
y +x 

Then ¢1. 
') 
.;.. 

fJ: 
Jj\ 

f: OL 1 
1 -
2 

( 
(II 

Ill 

w 

7) .. 
Y .., . .:.. 

,.~-2--~~- ) Jix y ,+x 
.;.. 

+ 4 J: r' I
0 

l 
1 - ., 
/. 

(;I 
m ) .;.. 

(J) 
( 

\'. l 
r-::~----

11 }._ 2 
YtX 

) _id X 

(J) " 

( 
Ill . L. 

-2(i -)
0 (l) 

3.4 
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;;mv that expressions for the electrical lcngtl1 itavc [;cen obtaineJ for eaci1 

state, it is possiiJle to oiJtain the Jiffercnt iaJ pi1ase si1i ft of tilC 

device Ly taking the diffcrcJJcc tJct\':cen cqtwt.ion:; :; .::i and 3.4 

ll1us 

/~+X~~ ) - lo.P. (\.J} 
j ' 2 

~-- ~-.) )'Jl- (Y2){1o,g(R + 11 R.2+Y~ - log(i\ + 1.1\.:. +Y~ 
... 

- ' 
~> ... ) 

l!y su!Jstitutinr, the appropriate nur~iJers i11to equation :J.S it is possible 

to obtain the Jifferential phase shift for tile dcvjcc. This will be 

done in the Hext citaptcr so as to compare with experimental data. ()f 

course, if other than S meandered line sections occur, or if the meandercll 

line region is not a square area, tlten cr\uation 3,;) a]l(] the derivation 

proJucing this result will have to be chanECL~ appt·opri;ltcly. 

3. C) Sing~:: Aperture l'iws_~~: 

The single aperture phaser descrilJed in this section 1s an atter:1pt 

to make more efficient use of ti1e ferrite material t.ilan is made 111 t!lc 

JouiJlc aperture phascr ofscction :Ls. The principles of de~;i1~11 arc valid. 

However, because of certain problems l\'i tlt ti1e avaiJ niJlc tcclmology, it h'<lS 
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not possibl c to verify wi tilout question tilC vab J i ty of tili s design 

experimentally. Initially tilC design Hill be descriiJcd <JJHl then the 

problems due to the fabrication process \·:ill uc explained sltmdng 1·:hy the 

device docs not hork as 11·e11 as tite theory preJicts. 

Tltc geometry of tlw centre conductor is siwwn in Fi~ure 3. 2. When 

a current pulse is passed normal to the plane of tile structure through 

the centre hole, a circular magnetization l'iill occur in the substrate tiwt 

is parallel to tl1e J!lajority of the meandered li nc sections. 

In Figure ;) . 3 is shown ;10\~ transverse ma)'.nct i zation of the sulJ

strate occurs. 13y sending current pulse down tlte r.f. centre conductor, 

the ferrite material around the centre conductor should Lccorne magnetized 

in tile directions sitolvn in Figure ::;.3 \\'hicil is essentially parallel to 

titc it of the propagatinr r.f. ~;ignal. Soparal.iou Letwecn adjacent r.f.rf 

con(luctors must be a minimum of tlle ground pL.1nc spacing so that complete; 

magnetization of the material above and bel01v the r. f. centre conductor 

may occur. This spad ng is sufficient to keep coupling at least 40 du 

Jown as statcLl in section 3.5. In this magnetic remanent state, there 

is little interaction between, the h field of the r.f. wave and the su!J

stratc, thus )J "'- 1. Also since the r.f. field osciJlatcs· so rapidly at 

any given point, ferrite remanent magnetization processes (domain wall 

relations alld reversals) Jo not respond to the ltr!' as titesc processes arc 

inherantly slow. 

Thus titc two magnetic states offer an effective permeability of: 

''-' 
1111 - 1- ( 
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~------------------------ 2 in.------------------~ 

1------~2 in. 

centre 
conductor 

Figure 3.2: Geometry of center conductor for single aperture device showing 
parallel magnetization poles 

• • • • • X X X X X 

'-------centre conductors -----1 

Fig. 3.3: Transverse magnetization of ferrite material for single aperture 
device. 
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"'
and jJ l - 1 

By adding up the lengths of the circular portions of the r.f. 

centre conductor ancl as before takin!1 a first order Taylor approxlmatiun 

for ~ the differcntie1l phase shift is founcl to tJC: 

wl!l ) 2 
L 

(;J 

where L IS the total lenr,th of mcanJercJ circu.liir centre conJuctor in the 

Jcvice. Obviously, the design of the at)()Ve device is much simpler than 

tnat of the double aperture phascr. It also offers the advantage that 

essentially all of the su!Jstrate surface may he used (excepting the corners) 

\vhcrcas with the clonule aperture device, only a centre square area ap

proximately equal to 1/SJ of the surface area may l1e used. The reason for 

this is that, the toroiJal path about eacl1 hole nust Le such that a CC!Llal 

return path for the flux must exj st on tlw outer portions of the sub

stratc. Othen~ise the centre region Hill not ma.r;netize completely. This 

is so- since the flux dcnsi ty in the material j s csscnt ially a constant on 

the macroscopic scale. 

Tho second design in theory makes it possible to oLtain a much 

larger phase shift for a given are<l than is !)()SsilJle witl1 the design of 

Section 3.6. However, to produce this device 1:ould Lc Pntch rtorc costly 

than the double aperture phascr since the dcsig11 is based 011 the center 

conductor being imlJeddeJ in ferri tc material. This is not practic[ll 

in any production run and it is also very difficult to produce under 

laiJoratory conditions. The technique used to produce this device for 

experimental testing involved t\JO SUUStratc rlatcS \•iLth the Centre CO!lllUctor 
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being produced on one plate using stanLlarJ photo lithography techniques 

aw.l then ''sanJw.iching'' the two suus tratcs uct1~ccn two alur.1.inum ground 

planes. This left an air gap bctv;cen the two plates which is the origin 

of the discrepailCY between experiment anJ Lhcory as presented in the ~:ext 

cl1apters. A further discussion of this topic will iJc presented in Chapter 

V. 



Chnpter IV 

l~xperimenta l P.esu lts: 

4.1 General: 

In this thesis, tho expcrimcJ~tal results of a doulJle aperture anJ 

a single aperture reciprocal ferrite latching pitase shifter arc presented. 

Approximately fifty different devices Here built in the investigation of 

this tJtcsis wllicit culminated in this presentution of these t\vo devices. 

Copper or aluminum lamin~1ted ferrite pL1tus 1vcrc not available 

from tho manufacturer and since thick film depositiOJ: facili tics were not 

available at ildlaster, the centre conductor was produced by glueing a 2 mil 

tltick s;wet of copper foil to one plato. Then tlJe circuit \vel s produccLl 

by sta11dard photoli thograpltic tccimic1ues. 110\·:cvcr for the n0terial t;-400 

\vith a dielectric constant ofE: = 14.1 and a sulJstr;Jtc tlticknoss of 0.025 
r 

inches, a 50 n line \\'OulJ only he O.UOS inches wide. Tltc copper deposition 

technique left small surf:Jce irrcgulnrities etc. mnking it impossible to 

etch a S mil line. Thus it \vas arlJitrarily decided to make the line 25 

mils wide and olJtain experimental results for the piw.se shift only. In

sertion losses were of the order of about 2 dE from 1.1 to 2.0 Cliz. 

because of this high insertion loss :it was not possible to determine titP 

magnetic losses in e:~ch of the t\•10 states. 

A further discussion of the prolJlc!iJ CiJCOUiJtcred u1 f:l!Jri catiil!' 

tltese Jcvices is presented 1.11 Appendix J 1. 

51. 
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4. 2 Douhle Aperture Pltascr: 

The double aperture phascr dcscriLcJ in this thesis had the con

figuration shown jn Fieure 3.1. The uimens.ior.s arc given in Table 4.1. 

The substrate thickness has 0.025 mils, thus eround plane s;1acine was 

approximately 0.55 inches. The copper centre conductor plus the adhesive 

account for the extra S mils. 

Table 4.1 

Double Aperture Phascr Dimensions 

i\ = 0.4 inches R = 0.7 inches 

y= 0.3 inches = tJ.2 inches
1 

y= 0.5 inches 0.4 incl1csx2 ') 
{

x_ = 0.7 inches 
.) 

Sul>stitutiBg tl1e values of Table 4.1 into equation :'l.S gives: 

ul ') 
4.1= 13 ( ~ )-(0.31) radians 

0 (Jl 

(0 lf"E: X 2 . 54 
r radians

G == ( --:--=-)-x--::-1-:oo-rr..-ro- ) C -~~)
0 inch 


11'1 f(Gilz) degrees/inch. 
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ancl 

= 2rr(2.8 f·iliz/Oe)x 4()fi fle 

- 2rr(l.l2 x 10~) radians/sec. 

By substituting tlte appropriate values into equation 4.1, the theoretical 

plot of cliffercntial.phase shift for the saturated device may oe oiJtaincd 

as shown in Figure 4.1 by the solid line. T/1e expcrjmcntal data for the 

device (Table 4.2) was produced l>y anliP-35<151\ nct.l,:orL ;1nalyscr systclil. 

The network analyser 1vas patched into a CUC-(JIIOU computer at i•lcil;_Jster in 

\'ihich resided a routine that controlled the measurement taking and pro

cessed the data. l:ach measurement was made 2S times by the system and 

then the results \vere averaged giving the plwsc lcng:th versus frequency 

information in Table 4. 2. In Table 4. 3 the differential phase is cal cal a ted 

from Table 4.2 and this information is plated on Firr,urc tl.J. Note that 

the thcoretjcal data assumes a saturated magnetic sttltc for the substrate. 

http:2rr(l.l2
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Frequency 
in MHz 

1100 


1150 


1200 


1250 


1300 


1350 


1400 


1450 


1500 


1550 


1600 


1650 


1700 


1750 


1800 


1850 


1900 


Experimental 

Table 4.2 Double Aperture Phaser 

Transverse 
Magnetic State 

S21 Phase (Radians) 

-2.83804 

-2.88115 

2.265 

1.67667 

1.01952 

.383795 


-.195673 


-. 714719 


-1.23775 

-1.74216 

-2.26757 

-2.85287 

2.86725 

2.36172 

1.83315 

1.35907 

.862222 


Longitudinal 
Magnetic State 

S21 Phase (Radians) 

-3.14837 

2.60242 

1.98354 

1.36374 

.735545 

.124856 

-.412739 

-.911478 

-1.42918 

-1.93776 

-2.4674 

-3.04978 

2.6803 

2.19001 

1.68261 

1.21013 

.69538 

data of phase length for two magnetic states 
for double aperture phaser. (S21 is the transmission parameter 
of the scattering matrix.) 
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Table 4.3 Double Aperture Phaser 

Frequency 
in Mllz tHP (rad) M (deg) 

llOO .31033 17.8 


ll50 .27873 15.0 


1200 .28146 16.1 


1250 .31293 17.9 


1300 .28396 16.3 


1350 .25894 14.8 


1400 .21707 12.4 


1450 .19676 11.3 


1500 .19143 11.0 


1550 .19560 11.2 


1600 .19983 11.5 


1650 .19691 11.3 


1700 .18695 10.7 


1750 .17171 9.8 


1800 .15059 8.6 


1850 .14894 8.5 


.16684 9.61900 

Differential phase shift calculated from Table 4.2 for double 
aperture phaser. 
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t.¢ in degrees 

llO 

100 

90 

80 

70 

6 

50 

40 

39 

20 

10 

\ 


~ 	 Theoretical 

:n ~ n~tic 
saturation 

'~ 


~ 
.....____ 

"-..___ 

---- msat urated 
(ren anent state) 

Experimental 

Frequency GHz
1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 

Figure 4.1: 	 Plots of theoretical saturated differential phase shift; corrected 
for non saturation effects and experimental data for double 
aperture device. 
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4. 3 Single i\perture Plwser 

The single aperture plwser descrilJcd in this thesis had the con

figuration shown in Fir;ure 3.2. The dimensions are given in Table 4.4 

and as v::ith the double apertuTe device, the su!Jstr~ttc thickness was 0.02~; 

mils giving a ground plane spacing of approximately 55 mils. The T·taterial 

used 1vas the same Trans Tech G-400 material used in the Jouble apperture 

device. The faLrication process was also tile s~u;,c for Loth Jcviccs. In 

effect both Jevices h'cre equivalent 1·:i th respct.:t to technology; only tnc 

designs of the centre conductors awl the magnetic remanent states were 

different for each device. 

Table 4.4 

Single Aperture f'haser Dimensions 

= 0.475 inches ,_, = C .lCO inches.dl 
C' 


= 0.775 inches
d2 


d~ 1.075 inches. 

.) 

Taking equation 3.6, it is possible to obtain L 5'.'1-0 inches from Ta!Jle 

Thus 3.6 

where f) ~ 114 f (Gllz) degrees/inch
0 

w = 2n hi 4n H 
lil s 

2TI (1.12 X 1o"1
) radians/inch 

and L = 5.40 inches 

By substituting the above values in to equation :>.o it is possilJle to outain 

a plot of l'>~ versus frequency. This plot is, as i·cfore, a first order 
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approximation to a saturated fcrri tc device. It 1vould l_.,c qui tc simple to 

calculate the ~act theoretical A~ but because a first order approximation 

was necessary for mathematical simplification with tllc double ;pcrturc 

device, tltc ~>ame 1vas done here. Titus a more vaJ id comparison lJCtl·lccn the 
. I 

de vices may oc obtained. 

The theoretical plot and tiw experimental data of Tables 4. 5 and 

4.G arc plotted 1n Figure 4.2 
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TaL1c 4.5 Single i\r'crture Phaser 

rrcq(:!ltz) 
Frequency 

llOU 

1150 

1200 

1250 

uuo 

1350 

14UO 

1450 

1550 

1600 

1650 

1700 

17SU 

1000 

1850 

10UO 

Transverse 
Magnetic State 

Phase 1\nglc .(l~aJi:ms) 

S21 Phase (!~aJians) 

. ~57l)97 

-. 260274 

-1.6706 

-2.45663 

3.U41U:l 

2.30544 

1. ()l)()~i2 

i..\~;c,~-.rc· 

.. ;,; ..J_J I ..J o 

. 2C2%6 

- .525088 

-1.2UG02 

,, '7 ') r: (1 

- 1 • O.)L-.J;;; 


-2.4SU52 


-3.13111 


2.45545 


Experimental data of pltase length for 

Longitudinal 
~lagnetic State 

r ltasc ,\ng 1 c (l:ad i ans) 
~n !'!lase (EaJians) 

1. 2S~it.G 

-1.1S::i4l 

-2.b7:J47 

;; .S302l 

2.1:::~;13 

7 .·l27:52L-C3 

-.CJ1162 

-3.02C2::> 

-1.~l4Gu4 

~:;. OS331 

two magnetic states for double 
aperture phaser. (S21 is the scattering parameter.) 
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Frcq in MJ!z 

1100 

1150 

1200 .2U4S:> 

12SO .172fA 

1300 .EJ581 

1350 .22204 

1400 . 2114 7 

1450 .17731 

1500 

15!)0 .1785~) 

lGOO 

1650 . 16(,()~) 

1700 ll'rong 

1750 .11345 

1800 .llSSO 

1850 .O;)t,Q 

1900 .12155 

17.3 

1 ~) .1 

11.7 

11.2 

1') ('.:. ,,) 

12.1 

10.2 

10.6 

10.2 

11.2 

:J .5 

() ,..) 

CJ.G 

7.0 

Differential phase shift calculated from Table 4.5 for single aperture 
phaser. 
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t.Hp in degrees 

350 


300 


250 


200 


Theoretical150 


100 
 -- ------ --- ---- msat urated 
(ren anent state) 

50 


Experimental 

0'---1......-1-1......-2-1-'.'--3-1-.....4--1........5__1......-6-1--'.'--7---'1~--.8_1_.•._9__ Frequency CGllz) 


Figure 4.2: 	 Theoretical, corrected theoretical and experimental data 
for single aperture device. 



Chapter V 

Conclusions 

·s.l Ccncral: 

At !Jest, the theory of ferri tes offers only an on!cr of magn.i tude 

feeling for t;w actual obtainal.Jlc pl,ase shifts. The first sort of error 

to ue considered is that the ferri tc specimens considered in titi s thcsi s 

arc not magncti zccl to saturation as \.as assumed. i!ccausc of tlte domain 

structure anJ the resulting misalignment of tltc various Iilagnctic JiJlOlcs, 

tile two magnetic states arc not orthogonal. A $;ood aJJproximation to tlle 

actual state is that B indicates the actual mag11ctization tltat is parallel
Ill 

to tile desired direction H;li le 4n i! -J; Hi 11 rcsol v<: mostly to the pcr
s Ill 

pellllicular direction. 1;1us in effect tlte effect of c~1cit state must Lc 

multi11licd l.Jv the ratio of n /4rrli so as to correct for the error 111 the/ m s 

alignment. 

Physically this misalignment docs not allo~;· as much energy storage 

in the dipole precessions as would l;c possible if aliv.nwcnt \·Jere exact. 

Conversly for the mne interacting state some encrf.Y storapc does occur 

when it is assumed that noneoccurs. In cfCcct: 

> 1\1 l 
(•.l c' 

and < l - c Ill 
)~

]111 (.) 

Taking tiw ratio of retained magnetism to tltc saturated ll1agnctisr.1 then: 

62. 
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4nM -B
"v s m

lll - 1 - ( 4nM 
s 

"' B w
-1-( m) (~) 2 

5.2llu 4nM w 
s 

Thus the differential phase shift would be: 

LHP :: s L c~, - ;ll l 5.3 
o e I 1 

where S = will e: e: o o o r 

and L is the effective length of switched line in the ferrite enVirornent. e 

Takjng a Taylor first order approximation to equation 5;3 gives: 

2 B 
"' [ m 1J 5.4~~ - SoL 4nM 

s 

Thus if all theoretical phase shifts are multiplied by the factor 

2 B 
[ 4nMm - l] 5.5 

s 

a first order error correction will be made for the fact that the material 

is not saturated. 

5.2 Double Aperture Phascr: 

Considering the double aperture device of this thesis then sub

stituting the values for B and 4nM for tlw G-400 material, the correction 
2 B n s 

factor becomes 4nMm - 1 "' - 0.45. By multiplying the theoretical curve of 
.s 

ngure 4.1 by the factor 0.45, a curve that is closer to the experimental 

data is obtained. It must be emphasised that this corrected curve shown in 

Figure 4.1 (dashed line) is only a first order approximation. The deviation 
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between this plot and data is due to the 2 to 3 mil separation between 

the centre conductor and the ferrite plate caused by the adhesive. The 

non monotonic nature of the experimental results which are repeatable has 

not been explained. 

5.3 · Single Aperture Phaser: 

As with the double aperture device anerror correction factor of 

0.45 should multiply the theorectical saturated phase shift of Figure 4.2. 

This is shown as a dashed line in Figure 4.2. However the experimental 

data is still substantially below this corrected curve. 

The explanation for this was determined to be as a result of the 

fabrication technique. Since, the phaser was constructed of t\Vo plates 

Nith the centre conductor sandwiched between the plates, tl1ere resulted 

an air gap of approximately 5 mils. Thus the toroidal path of magnetic 

flux around the transmission line (Figure 3.2b) has two air gaps in it. 

These gaps create poles along the surface of the plates adjacent to the 

conductors and as a result a demagnetizing field is produced. This de

magnetizing field tends to reduce the alignment of the desired magnetic 

state Nhere the magnetic dipoles would be at right angles to the direction 

of propagation. The actual demagnetizing fields were not calculated for 

this thesis because of their complexity. However, a qualitative argument 

may be presented that indicates this is the reason for the loNer than 

expected phase shift. Assuming that the magnetic flux density in the air 

gap is the same as in a magnetized ferrite toroidal path i.e. for G-400 

B "'- 290 Gauss. Then across the air gap the magnetic intensity drop would 
g 
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be: 

H x L ~ 3.7 Gilberts. g g 

where 11 
g 

= 290 Oersteds; the field intensity in air for a flux density of 

290 Gauss 

L = 0.005 x 2.54 = 0.0127 em 
g 

The maximum DC magnetic flux path length around the strip line is ap

proximately 0.5 em. With II = 0.69 Oersteds this is equivalent to a field 
c 

approximat·ely of 0.4 Gilberts required to demagnetize. the ferrite toroid 

without air gaps. Thus the 3.7 Gilbert drop of the air gap indicates a 

much wider pole distribution than the assumed area and/or a much lower 

flux density in the ferrite than assumed. Obviously some, distribution 

that gives a lower flux density (i.e. due to a demagnetizing field) and 

a larger than 0.025 in. wide pole'distribution exists in combination to 

give the observed effect. 

To overcome this problem, the ratio of the air gap over the total 

flux path length must be reduced. Obviously the best result would be to 

reduce the air gap to zero but this involves fabricating the ferrite 

material with the conductor in the middle which would be expensive to say 

the least. Staying with the double plate concept, if a method of depositing 
0 

100,000 A (approximately 5 skin depths) of conductor on the ferrite 

material is available, then the air gap is reduced to 10 microns. 

The other thing that may be done is to make the substrate thicker. 

This has the effect of making the transmission line Hider and thus making 

the path through the ferrite longer. 
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5.4 Comparison of Two Designs: 

In the double aperture device only the centre square region of the 

plate may be useci to produce a phase shift. This is approximately one 

ninth of the total area of ferrite plate. 

In the single aperture device, the \'lhole plate may be used, however, 

only an average of one fourth approximately of the possible phase shift is 

obtained using the available construction techniques. 

Assuming a separation between adjacent lines of 0.1 inches on 

a 2x2 inch plate then in a double aperture phaser, the possible effective 

length of switched line is approximately nine inches. In the single aperture 

device, the effective length of switched line would be approximately 

twenty seven inches. Thus there is a ratio of 3:1 in possible line lengths 

between the two devices. By combining these two figures, it is easy to 

see that only 3/4 of the possible phase shift obtainable in the double 

aperture phaser may be obtained in the single aperture device. Thus, un

less some technique of greatly reducing the ratio of air gap to flux path 

length in the devices is obtained, there is no justification for using 

the single aperture design. Using thick film deposition techniques should 

make it possible to do this. 



APPENDIX 1 

Ferrite Specifications 

On .the following page is given a photocopy of the specification sheet for 

the ferrite material used in this thesis. These specifications are those 

provided by Trans Tech, Inc. for the material they designate as G-400 

which is an aluminum doped garnet polycrystalline ceramic. 
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SPECIFICATIONTRANS-TECH, INC. 
AARNETS • FERRITES • ALUMINA BULLETIN 68 · 
DIELECTRIC!;; • C'Ut>TOM l=l &. D 

TYPE G-400 
Aluminum doped 

.CHARACTERISTICS 

Saturation Magnetization (4rrM 5 ) in gauss @ 23°C . 


g-effective@ 9.4 GHz ................ . 


Line Width (~H) in oersteds@ -3db and 9.4 GHz 


Line Width (~H) in oersteds@ -15db and 9.4 GHz 


Dielectric Constant(~)@ 9.4 GHz 


Dielectric Loss Tangent (tano)@ 9.4 GHz 


Curie Temperature in °C ......... . 


Spin Wave Line Width (~Hk) in oersteds @ 9.4 GHz 


Switching Coefficient* (Sw) in oersted • 11sec 


Switching Intercept* (H 0 ) in oersteds 


) Initial Permeability (J10 ) @ 1 KHz 
•to% output voltage measurement 

Material Type G-400 is one of a series of aluminum doped 
yttrium-iron garnets. This series exhibits very narrow reso
nance line widths and finds primary application in non
resonant devices where extremely low absorption loss is 
required. Also, the absence of rare earths such as gado
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linium makes them the most suitable yttrium type garnets 
for cryogenic applications. The useful frequency range for 
type G-400 extends from 0.18 to 1.8 GHz depending on 
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APPENDIX II 


Fabrication of Phasers 

The phasers produced for this thesis were of the Trans Tech G-400 material 

shown in Appendix I. The plates were 2x2x0. 025 inches. These ferrite 

plates were very brittle and thus required ultrasonic drilling to make 

the required holes. To do this: 

(1) 	 2x2x0.25 inch aluminum mounting blocks were produced, two for each 

device. 

(2) 	 The position of the holes for switching wiring were then drilled 

through the aluminum blocks. 

(3) 	 The OSM launchers \~ere then mounted so that the two ferrite plates 

plus the centre conductor would fit between the two aluminum blocks. 

(4) 	 Next to each aluminum block, one of the ferrite plates was glued using 

5 minute epoxy, and then a piece of two mil copper foil (thinnest 

foil available commercially) was glued using 5 minute epoxy to 

one of the plates. 

(5) 	 The centre conductol!; of the launchers were removed and the device was 

assembled,clamped and left to cure. 

(6) 	 After a minimum 24 hour curing period, holes were drilled through 

the ferrite plates plus centre conductor using the aluminum blocK 

holes as guides. These holes.were approximately 1/8 inch in diameter. 

(7) 	 The next step in producing these devices is to disassemble and clean 

the copper foil using #3 Tripoli power. 
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(8) Then coat the alumirun block with a spray paint or some other pro

tection against the ferric chloride etchant. 
. . 

(9) 	 Next etch the copper surface in ferrie cloride for one minute, then 


rinse in hydrochloric acid, then water, and' allow to dry in air. 


Note; do not heat the device in any way since the copper expands 


and bubbles> thus breaking the epoxy copper band. 


(10) 	 After the copper is thoroughly dry, mount on a spinner, deposit 

approximately 1/2 cc of Shipley's AZ-1350 positive photo resist 

(or equivalent) to the 2x2 inch copper surface and then spin until 

dry. 

(11) 	 Allow to stand in dark dust free space for an hour before photography 

(12) 	 When thoroughly dry, place mask over copper surface making sure 

tl1at the circuit is close to the surface of the copper by weighting 

with glass plate if necessary. Expose from a distance of 18 inches 

with a Norelco PVY 650 watt, 120 volt projection lamp (or equivalent) 

for 2 minutes. 

(13) 	 Place exposed plate in 1% potassium hydroxide bath and agitate until 

all photo resist is removed from exposed areas. 

(14) 	 Rinse device in water and dry; then inspect under microscope and 

touch up any holes with 5ome suitable paint or tar. 

(15) 	 Agitate in saturated ferric cloride bath at about 45°C until exposed 

copper is removed and then remove remaining photo resist with acetone. 

(16) 	 Now mount device together making sure not to create undue stain on 

the ferrite plates. Ferrites are magnetostricture in nature and this 
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usually appears as a decrease in differential phase shift. It is essential 

that a shock and stress free mount be produced for any device that is to be 

used in other than laboratory conditions. (Referencce [71) 

The preceding gives the technique used in producing the device. 

The author feels a few notes on difficulties en:omtered in attempting to 

produce this device are in order at this point. 

The first attempts at producing these devices involved vacuum 

deposition techniques. In producing the ferrite plates, the material is 

firstly ground up and then polished to approximately 5 micron spheres. 

Then this powder is compressed and sintered. into a solid of the mold's shape 

at between 1000 and 2000°C. ·The result is a fairly porous ceramic, however, 

the exposed surface while appearing irregular under a microscope is really 

too smooth for a vacuum deposited metal to adhere to. To over come this, 

plates may be scrubbed with a coarse abrasive to create what the chemists 

call "dangling bonds". After removing any dust from the surface, the plate 

-5should be placed in a high vacuum (10 torr or better) and heated with no 

more than about a 15 watt heater for 2 or 3 days. This process will 

draw off as much moisture as is possible from the porous surface. After 

this the device should be allowed to cool while still under vacuum. After 

several hours of cooling (this time is necessary since all heat loss must 

occur by heat piping through the vacuum chamber mounting and by radiation), 

a slow vapour deposition of the metal may be begun. The process should be 
0 

relatively slow (say lU -per minute) so as not to create excessive loca

lized heating on the surface which tends to boil off remaining moisture 

thus breaking the ferrite-aluminum bond. 
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Using the above technique, it is possible to deposit aluminum on 

ferrite and have a fairly good bond . However, it is not good enough to 
0 

hold copper. Putting down a strike of 200A of chromium and then copper 

works well also. The limitations to these techniques are in the available 

deposition units at McMaster. The various Edward's units can only lay 
0 

down a maximum of 20,000 A which is .approximately one skin depth. 

Attempts were made to electroplate copper which resulted in the 

copper separating from the chromiwn strike. The electro chemical potential 

of aluminum is below that of hydrogen so that electro-plating aluminum in 

a aquious solution results in the production of hydrogen chloride Ras. 

Attempts were made to make successive vacuum depositions of aluminum 

and of copper which resulted in layering of 20 J< }\ deposits of metal 

separated by surface oxide films due to the exposure to air. Because at 

least five depositions were required to obtain five skin depths using this 

technique, invariably one of the layers would separate and peel off. Another 

possible reason for this was the temperature expansion coefficient of the 

metals. 

What was really required was a source of metal vapour that would 

give a 100,000R deposition and since this was not available, it was 

necessary to resort to the metal foil and adhesive technique. 
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